
RTE international Launches US Subsidiary, 

Empowering Services for Innovative HVDC 
Projects 

RTE international is enhancing its technical capabilities to 

support HVDC initiatives across the United States. 

Leveraging its success in innovative and complex European projects, RTE international 

Inc. will provide expertise in design assessment, offshore grid interconnections, and 

comprehensive EMT studies. This strategic initiative not only addresses immediate 

needs but also positions RTEi to broaden its services on the US market in the long 

term. 

The inauguration of RTE international Inc. reaffirms RTEi’s commitment to innovation 

and growth on a global scale. With a focus on the United States, RTE international Inc. 

is poised to meet the dynamic demands of the American market through tailored 

technical services and strategic collaborations. 

“We proudly introduce RTE international Inc., reflecting our dedication to top-tier 

engineering services. Our experience in pioneering transmission projects uniquely 

equips us to drive advancements in the US landscape,” noted Veronika MILEWSKI, 

CEO of RTE international. 

According to Markus VOR DEM BERGE, Director of Power Electronics and Studies at 

RTE international, “Creating our US subsidiary is a momentous milestone in RTE 

international’s journey. This step allows us to actively collaborate with US stakeholders 

and drive the innovation of HVDC technology forward. Our European expertise, coupled 

with our new subsidiary’s strategic presence, positions us to foster remarkable 

progress in the realm of HVDC projects.” 

RTE international Inc. will make use of its global expertise to shape bespoke solutions 

for the American market with the aim to include forging strategic local partnerships, 

delivering innovative technical services, and catalyzing the energy transition in North 

America. 

 



About RTE international 

RTE international is a consultancy and engineering company whose activities cover all 

areas of electricity transmission. RTE international is at the service of its clients 

worldwide, helping them to develop reliable and competitive power systems which rise 

to the challenges of the energy transition. 

As a subsidiary of RTE, Europe’s largest transmission system operator, RTE 

international offers tailored solutions to participants in the electricity sector, relating 

to the development, operation, and maintenance of their networks, such as studies of 

electrical systems, engineering and supervision of network infrastructure works, 

optimization and digitalization of network maintenance as well as support for IT tools 

related to the electricity network. 
 

https://www.rte-international.com/?lang=en

